SUGGESTED WAYS TO EARN SILVER PATCH BUCK
• weekly devotions completed
• recite memory verse
• recite make-up memory verse
• listen to rehearsal CD two times weekly
• sailor ministry assignment
• for other ideas suitable to your own club

SUGGESTED WAYS TO EARN GOLD PATCH BUCK
• super sailor of the week
• performance speaking part
• performance special music part
• recite quarterly sailor Scripture passage
• for bringing a visitor to club (if you allow visitors)
• for other ideas suitable to your own club

The Patch Bucks look great printed on a color laser printer. You may also print them on a black and white laser printer using white paper (for Silver Bucks) or gold paper (for Gold Bucks). Use these bucks as motivational awards throughout the club year, then fill your own GIANT TREASURE CHEST with a trove of bounty the sailors can purchase with their savings. Two Silver Bucks equals one Gold Buck. Remind the children that the more they save—the more they are able to buy. Set your own prices for the treasure, and allow sailors to make purchases as often as you would like—weekly, monthly, or quarterly. Be creative!! You may have Bibles, Patch the Pirate CDs at 40% discount for clubs (minimum quantity—10), Patch Backsacks, Patch pencils, Patch Pianoventure books, candy of all sizes, toys, games, gift certificates, and even special outings. One sailor gave a testimony that she won a trip to an amusement park with the captain's family! The sky is the limit—as to what you can make available in your Treasure Chest.
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